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VOTING FROM 10-4

Class Elections
Next Thursday

ert Blythe^ KemaleStudent Council Rep. Sharan Bryant, and ReClass elections have been rescheduled for next porter, Dan Dickey.
The tour sophomore parties
Thursday with voting in each residence hall and a poll are:
BOOG, APPLE, SOUL and
for commuters in the Student Union lobby.
PIE. The following
students
The election has been made President Guy Colson, Secre-are members of the BOOG ttcknecessary since the Student As- tary Donna Justice Treasurer, et: President Danny Bentley,
sociatton declared the election Linda Chlsm Male Student Coun- Vice President Randy Johnson,
Oct. 16 void. Difficulties with ^j n^p. j«ff Bonnell, Female Secretary Suzanne
Higgins,
vote counting caused the revote. student Council Rep. Shawna Treasurer Robert Bellman, Male
Polls will be open from 10 a.m. cartwright and Reporter Shan- Student Council Rep. George MUto 4 p.m. on election day. Voting „,„ Logan?
lor, Female Student Council Rep.
procedures will be regulated by , The following students are Jlmmle Begiey and Reporter Jodelegated poll workers.
QQ the ESP ticket: Pros- anetta Hopkins.
llst#£j
Election rules will remain ldtw Robert Laux secretary,
The APPLE candidates are:
the same as in the earlier elect- Nancy Brucchieri,
Treasurer |President Kip Cameron, Vice
Ion:
campaigning of any type Andy Williams, Stale Student President
Marshall Garrett,
within , SS feet of polls Is pro- Council Rep. Gary Grant and Secretary Paula McCann, Male
hibited election officials must Female Student Council Rep. Student CouncU Rep. Rex Dunn,
be strictly impartial, and stu- Merle Metellts.
Female Student CouncU Rep.
Nan Hudson, and Reporter, Peggy
dents should vote In the dorJunior QaiMdatoo
mitory of their residence.
McKee. These students are
Computer ballots will be used.
SOUL
candidates: President
The JAB slate of Junior can- Ray PoweU,
Vice President
There are IS candidates com- didates is running uncontested.
Secretary
peting in the senior class elect- The candidates are: President Michael Niemeyer,
VIM PrSsdent Nancy Hayes Treasurer Ken Blion. The two senior class tick- Herb Jones
»2:^*.~ Ellen
™™ witt, Male Student CouncU Rep.
ets are SOBER and E8P. Mem- Thomas Aiig, Secretary
bers of the SOBER ticket are: Simpson, Treasurer Ed Wade, Lassy Conner Female Student
President, Hike Bowers, Vice Male Student Council Rep. Rob- CouncU Rep. Kathy Breuel, and
Reporter Donna Semones. Members of the PIE party are:
President Gary Shockley, Vice
President Arthur CasseU, Secretary Joy Monohollor Treasurer Marty Lance. Male Student
CouncU Rep. Robert Iglehart,
\
and Female Student CouncU Rep.
Winning floats in Satur- was completed as It was rolling Pat Taylor,
Seconds after she was named 1909 Homecoming Queen,
Lancaster Avenue.
day's Homecoming Parade down
Deborah Lynn Cox is ail smiles. Miss Cox, a freshman eleThis is the second year that
Freshmen Hopefuls
mentary education major from Louisville, was sponsored by
were Alpha Gamma Delta's Alpha Gamma Delta has won the
'Nutcracker Suite' and Tau beauty award in the Homecoming Due to the large number of
freshmen candidates
and the
Kappa Epsilon's 'Land of parade.
Runners-up
were
Alpha
Chi
Umtted
space
on
the
computer
the Giants/
Alpha in beauty, and Phi Delta ballots, party designations have
been omitted. For the same reaThe Nutcracker Suite Idea was Tau in orlginaUty.
o....
t.
n
A »_
u
11
«on candidate names have been
submitted by Alpha Gamma Delta
Sullivan HaU and Keens HaU ^jed by y^ n^ ,„, fl„t
last year. Ideas were submitted wUl each be presented with a ___■«£& only.
by each girl, with the final plan trophy for best dorm decorations "Tr^lunen Presidential candlhouses in order to be eligible
BY KAREN MARTIN
voted on by all members.
fW H m
m g
for pledging.
i. ^ 2^
^ CouncU
o«. iiiittnL. Bowcock, W. Cole-.
Women's Editor
"The
Student
wUl pre-. dates are:
D. M#mde E> jg^
B
"Each open house will run for
Ken Craycraft and Scott Mc- sent the trophies sometime next J£^ G# orfwrne, and E. WalkThe 97 girls who have re- a half hour with 15-minute inBrayer were the originators of week/'according to Rudd Par^ foUowing* students are
tervals," Mary Moore chairman
Tau Kappa Epsilon's float. The sons, who was In charge of Home- g##klDg the office 0f Vice Pres- gistered for sorority rush of the rush committee, said.
will attend open houses on Invitations for the first ingeneral idea was submitted last c0^'
^
«.
Went:
L. Brock, T. Cox. K,
year, with the format being
SuUlvan,
with the theme KMM C# Kelhofter, R. fcm- sorority floors in coeds' re- vitational party on Monday will
worked out during the summer. "Tara," won for the prettiest b
,» D. Masden and J. Wol- sidence halls at 11:30 a.m. be distributed Sunday by rush
decorations. Keene won for the tonj7^
counselors at 3 p.m.
Saturday.
most original decoration with
"Invitations must be returned
Divided
Into
groups,
the
With only a week allowed for "Jack in
to
the rush counselors by 5 p.m.
the Beanstalk" as
(Oonttnned on Page Seven)
must attend these open
actual construction, TKE's float theme.
with either an acceptance or regret," Miss Moore said.

Dr. Martin
Choosing Final
Appointees

BY STUART REAGAN
Staff Reporter

Alpha Gams, TEKEs
Win Float Competition

Ninety-four nominations
were made Tuesday by the
Student Council for committee positions to be held
by students as stipulated
by the Student Affairs Report.
Eastern President Robert R.
Martin will select two. students
for each committee from the
nominations, which totaled four
for each committee.
President Martin told the Progress yesterday his selections
would be made within the next
week.
The committees have
without members since thepassage of the Student Affairs Report
last June.
Committees Listed

Our Queen Deborah
Case HaU. She is escorted by BUI Stoesa.
(Staff Photo by Greg Whalen)

Sorority Rush Begins Saturday

BY JULIA WILLIAMS
Organisations Editor
"Who am I to judge? I
am merely giving these students another opportunity
for higher education and
this is the main point, said
Dr. Kenneth T. Clawson,
dean of Richmond Community College.

Senior Sam Newcomb Goes Home
To His Job — As An Embalmer
SAM NEWCOMB

Weekends are unusual for Sam Newcomb an Eastern senior.
He goes home —to work—as an embalmer.
Newcomb, a social science area major, travels 90 miles
every Friday to work at a funeral home In bis hometown,
CampbellsvUle.
Newcomb started his unusual part-time Job at Lyon Funeral
Home in CampbeUgvlUe when he was a senior in high school.
"When I started work,** Newcomb said, "I had been to one
funeral In my entire life ... now I've been to more than 350.*'
He said that he bad only one reason for applying for the Job at
the funeral home—"I needed a Job, and there Isn't exactly a
surplus of help at funeral homes."
Many people are a little bit uncomfortable when they first
learn of Newcomb*s profession, he said. "I think that*s Just
because they don't understand that it's Just a Job like anything
else."
Newcomb has had more than a few Inconveniences with dating
since he started work at the funeral home.
"I work all day, and I'm usually on call (for ambulance runs
and death calls) all night ... the people at the funeral home
have to know where I am all the time." he said.
"If s not much fun taking my girl in from a date at 8 or 8:30
because I have a death run to Louisville," Newcomb said. "She
doesn't think too much of it either."
The death runs Newcomb talks about usually consist of a nighttime drive (he said that no one ever dies during the day—"it
has to be in the middle of the night") in the Lyon hearse to pick
up a body.
These excursions Newcomb has been sent on have taken him
to LoulsvUle, NashvUle, Memphis and even Chicago.
"My first death run," Newcomb recalled "was to LoulsvUle. There always has to be a Ucensed embalmer present to
nick up a body, but he didn't want to drive, so I had to. He slept
all the way back. I felt a little bit weird riding a body around
at night with no one to talk to."
Many people ask Newcomb If the seemingly somber nature
of his work bothers him.
"I was a little nervous at first," he said. "But after a while
I discovered that there's nothing deeply mysterious about embalming . . . if s Just a Job.*'
Newcomb received an apprentice embalmer's license two
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buted Thursday, Nov. 6. Rushees
can attend three parties. Cocktail dress Is recommended.
On Sunday, Nov. 9, rushees can
pick up their bids from their
respective rush counselors.
Sorority floors are Alpha Gamma Delta, 10th floor of Clay;
Alpha Delta PI, 2nd floor of McGregor? Chi Omega, 4th floor
of McGregor; Delta Theta, 6th
floor of Walters; Kappa Delta,
4th fUor of Walters, and Kappa
Phi Delta, 7th floor of Walters.

(Continued on Page Seven)

'Second Chance' Given To 165

UNUSUAL WEEKENDS

BY JOHN PERKINS
News Editor

Rushees can attend aU six invitational parties.
The same procedure will be
foUowed for the second Invitational party next Wednesday.
Rushees can attend four invitational parties on this date.
"Dress for the invitational
parties will be informal," Miss
Moore said. "Places of parties
will be made available to rushees
bv the Panhellenlc Council."
'Invitations for the preference
party on Nov. 7 will be distri-

The committees which were
named at Tuesday's meeting
were: the Fine Arts, Student
Disciplinary, Student Loans,
Student Organizations, Teacher
Education, CouncU on Academic
Affairs, and Allied Health.
Also, Athletics, Continuing Education, International Education.
Library. Museum, Professional
Growth and Faculty Welfare,Radio-TV and Audio-Visual, Student
Affairs, Data Processing, General Education, Graduate CouncU. Heritage, Improvement of Instruction, Curriculum Commlttee-AppUed Arts and Technology, Curriculum Committee-;
Arts and Science, and Curriculum Committee-Business.
The Research Committee,
which was also named In the
Student Affairs Report, wUl not
be filled until next Tuesday, Pellegrlnon said.
Two more committees, the Entertainment Committee and the
Small Entertainment Committee,
were explained by PeUegrlnoo.
The Entertainment Committee,
he said, would be responsible for

This year for the first time,
165 students who would normally
have been dismissed from the
Unlverslty have been readmitted
into the Community CoUege on
two-year programs.
Dean
Clawson
continued,
•Eastern is an 'open door'college because it Is open to any
high •<*ool>Sr^du»to»
but many times this open door
becomes a revolving door. Too
many students 'flunk out' of
school who have the ability to
continue their education."
ACT scores of the students
re-entering were 16.4, compar-..

years ago. He obtained his apprentice funeral director's
license at the same time.
"There's a big difference," he explained, "Detween a funeral director and an embalmer-enyone can be a funeral director^ but a Ucensed embalmer has to go to college, morticians
school, and serve a two year apprenticeship."
Newcomb doesn't believe that the theory of "the high cost of
dying" carries much merit.
"Most people Just don't understand all the money a funeral
director has to spend on each funeral," he said. "Sure, funerals aren't very cheap, but you would really be surprised
to find out how much a funeral home costs to run."
Marshall J. Lyon, Newcomb's employer, has to pay five fulltimmmm9mSMKQUm&
time employees. For a funeral, be has to hire two grave1-*
4"v cr
&
diggers.
The garage of Lyon Funeral houses over 844,000 worth of
vehicles. Lyon must always have on stock about 88,000 in
caskets.
Upkeep on the funeral home itself Is a full-time Job.
"We're always cleaning, painting, or carpeting something,"
The. Progress is
Newcomb said. "The cars have to be washed all the timeoffering $100 to
even the driveway has to be washed clean every day. Thaf s
anyone providing
a lot of fun to do while you're wearing a suit."
information leading
While Newcomb says that he has grown to like his work at
the funeral home, he has no Intentions or making it Ids lifeto the arrest, and
time profession.
conviction, of perWhen Newcomb is graduated from Eastern, he hopes to attend
sona stealing from
law school at the University of Kentucky.
cars parked on Uni"A funeral director should never have a family " Newcomb
versity property, in
explained. "The hours are ridiculous and there is very little
•particular taking
privacy—I Just couldn't make my family Uve in a funeral
home."
stereo tape players
Even If Newcomb isn't too Interested in being a funeral diand tapes.
rector the rest of his life, be seems to have found a part-time
Any such inforJob he appreciates.
mation should be
"The money I make at work Is always nice to have," he
submitted to one of
said. "But I would feel stupid spending four years of my life
doing nothing but going to school . . . Every student should
The Progress cobe doing some kind of work while he's going through college.
editors, 4th floor,
I'd feel pretty bad If all I had to do was mooch off my parents."
Jones Building, who
Newcomb admitted, however, that be likes his part-time Job
will then notify proat the funeral home not Just because it pays some of his colper University aulege expenses.
"I have an ever-ready conversation subject--whenever
thorities.
somebody asks me what I do for work, I can Just say, 'I emWmtoMmntX^^
balm people*."

ing with an average for 1968
freshmen of 18.1 and a national
average of 19.8. Forty six per.
cent of the
re-entering
»tudents graduated in the upper
gj^^dg.can^
^Anmkt

and at the same time help in- Crafts and the Departmentof Busdividual students," Dean Claw- iness Education and Office Manson said. He explained that agement offers a one-year promany businesses need trained gram in Secretarial Science and
people to fill positions and he a two-year program In Execu^
can't graduate enough students tlve Secretarial.
to fill these Jobs.
Electronic Data Processing la
Dr. Clawson went on to em- one of the newer additions to
phasize/' " We know there a re Jobs the college.
Too Much Work
in each field before we enroll a CoUege of Education offers a
^^ ci^gon M^ that many student." Many of these Jobs are program of Recreation Superof the students had work loads left open for lack of trained vision under the Division of
too heavy, had Just been married, help, with employers begging Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation.
took longer to adjust to school, for workers.
Richmond
Community
CoUege
Dean Clawson said he was very
found general education courses
too demanding or Just hadn't ap- contains 24 programs In which enthusiastic about this new SJH
plied themselves and were now approximately 1,800 students are proach and talked of the advantenrolled, 800 of which are full- ages of an Associate Degree*
ready to "buckle under."
An Associate Degree can be
Students were selected for the time.
earned
in two years wMch elimwrinum pr0grun by Dean
inates
the
two years of general
Clawa01, g^ted by Dr. WUFour Two-Year Programs
^
College
UtLm 8 [U}D Dean of the
(Continued en Page Seven)
of Applied Arts and Technology, The largest program is law enfrom a list of those not eligible forcement which consists of four
different Associate Degrees that
to return fall semester.
The students
were sent a can be earned, including general
letter from Dr. Charles Am- law enforcement (the largest probrose. Dean of Admissions, say- gram), Industrial Security, Coring they were ineligible to re- rections and Juvenile.
enroll as a regular student, but Twenty other programs are of"Romeo and Juliet" will begin
^^A apply to return in anIAS- fered by the Community CoUege. next Thursday at 8 p.m. In the
soclate Degree program of their 19 of which are in the CoUege of Pearl Buchanan Theatre, Student
Applied Arts and Technology. In Union.
Letters were sent to 330 stu- the Department of Agriculture,
The play will be presented by
dents and more than 240 re- three programs are offered, Eastern's Little Theatre andwiU
plied and came for an interview. Agriculture Mechanization Or- continue Friday, Saturday, and
One hundred-ninety four students namental Horticulture, Dairy the foUowing Wednesday through
indicated they wished to continue Science and Technology.
Saturday.
on this program and 165 were re- Department of Home Econo- Admission wUl be $1 for Eastcommended and enrolled for the mics offers Food Service Tech- ern students. 75 cents for other
fall semester in 19 different As- nology, Child Care and Home- students and 81.28 for adults.
making Supervision. Under the
sociate Degree programs.
Department of Industrial Education Vocational, Industrial and
Variously Enrolled
Technical Teacher Education is
A few students asked to re- offered.
The most programs are offerenroll on this program for spring
Barbara McWhorter was sesemester some enrolled as part ed by the Department of Industime students and many enrolled trial Technology such as Draft- lected as "Crown Queen of Ebony
ing and Design Technology, Ap- Isle" at the Omega Phi Pal
with a reduced load.
However, stipulations were at- plied Electronics Technology, post-Homecoming dance Saturtached to the offer of re-enroll- Printing Technology, Broad- day at the Richmond National
ment Conditions were that the cast Technology and Instruct- Guard Armory.
Barbara, a Junior and memstudent must have a 2.0 average ional Media Technology.
ber
of Delta Theta Sorority
to be considered for a second
was Judged for her eloquence,
term In theprogram, must do betTwo Programs
personality,
appearance an \
ter than average work In order
charm.
to pull up their previous grades,
Department of Nursing offers a According to Robert WarfieidJ
and must work toward comnursing
program and a program president of Omega Phi Pal,
pleting
the requirements for
in Medical Records Technology. more than 700 students from
the program they select.
The Kentucky School of Crafts Eastern and surrounding univer"I am trying to fulfill my oboffers
a program In Vocational sities attended.
llgatlons to the commonwealth,

'Romeo, Juliet'
Starts Thursday

Paper Offers $ choice.

$100 Reward

i

Ebony Queen
Is McWhorter
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Editorials represent opinions of editors and not necessarily those of the University, faculty or student body.

Ax One Horse

Class Elections-Council's Dead
"Beating a dead horse"' is not our purpose, but neither do we believe that time
and energy should be extended in trying
to revive one.
The dead horse to which we are referring is the long in limbo class elections.

After their initial fiasco two weeks ago, the
Student Council, in an effort to revive its
horse, has rescheduled a new election for
a week from today. The effort at revival is
a noble one indeed, though the victim seems
to be little worth the effort.

iiiiimi
As For Homecoming.
sary. It seems evident that themes would be
much more appropriate for winter ice festivals in Wiconsin than a Homecoming weekend.
The last disappointment of the day was .
the game. Though it is disheartening because we lost to Western, it is not the basic
source of the disapointment. With the
possible exception of the third quarter, the
crowd was lifeless, unconcerned.
Much criticism has been directed at the
crowd, by the cheerleaders and vice versa.
Where the problem lies, and it is evident
that there is one, is debatable, but I have
the suspician that it must be equally shared.
Eastern fans have been spoiled in recent
years. For the past three seasons the Colonels have been the dominant football team
in the Ohio Valley Conference, with most
of our home games turning into romps —
pleasing and enthusing the crowd to frenzy

By ALLEN TRIMBLE
Several weeks agoin a letter published
in this newspaper, an alumnus of Eastern,
after witnessing our first football game of
the season played on Stoll Field in Lexington, made the accusation that Eastern was
a "bush" school. He said it hadn't matured.
It no doubt would have been gratifying
to that alumnus if he could have had the
opportunity to witness last weekend's Homecoming activities. It would have solidified
his belief that Eastern hasn't "matured."
For last weekend was a classic example of
what Homecoming should not be.
The first major event of the weekend
was the Homecoming dance Friday night.
While the dance was well atended, it has
received much criticism because of the entertainment which it featured. Though personally I enjoyed the featured group, the
,Exiles,__the criticism of their selection seems
warranted.

I

'

Homecoming weekend is a major campus event, so it seems it would be appropriate to provide a more prominent group,
rather than one which is featured regularly at local establishments. The aura or spirit
of the weekend is often set at the dance on
Friday night, and it is necessary that we
be more selective in our future choices.
The next major disappointment was the
parade.
Wtih the exception of a few entries, the
seemingly major emphasis of the activity
was to merely get a float in the five mile
march. Originality was at a minimum; in
many instances it appeared that the only effort was stuffing tissue.
This is not to say that the floats should
be extravagant and require a sizeable financial backing, but only to maintain that
with more thought, the parade could have
been much improved.
However, all criticism must not be leveled
at the mechanics of the parade. One question
which puzzles me is this: Why is it necessary that a Homecoming parade or activities
have a theme?
Homecoming in itself is a theme to work
on. The addition of a theme, especially this
year's 'Fantasia' was completely unneces-

J

This year with a young team; though still
considered to be among the league's best,
the scores have been more confined and
the games a bit more of a struggle. With
the decrease in point totals, a parallel decrease in enthusiasm by the crowd has also
been evident.
The cheerleaders shave also have been
criticized for their apparent inability to inspire any type of crowd reaction. While
it can be said with a great deal of truth
that Eastern's crowds are not the ideal
group in which to inspire enthusiasm, it is
evident that in their efforts they are lacking something.
The most often heard criticism of the
cheerleaders is that" they are too formal.
They give the impression of a drill team,
rather than a group whose purpose is to instill spirit.
The concept of Homecoming is not an
outdated one, for it is practiced by nearly
every university and college in the nation.
Though it is old, it is not trite, as it can be
an enjoyable period for all concerned.
It was disappointing that Homecoming
weekend proved to many that Eastern has
not •matured." It is only fitting that the
weather was as disappointing as the activities.

As maintained in previous editorials, we
feel class elections to be useless. The reasoning of those who continually insist on
the maintenance of this ancient practice is
weak if present at all. About the only statement that could be made in a positive manner about the first, but now void, class elections is the high degree of comedy which
it exhibited.
It was amusing on election day to hear
the stories of unattended polling places,
various candidates walking around with
blank ballots stuck in their shirt, candidates
going to vote and finding that their name
had been misspelled, changed, or in some
instances left oft the ballot entirely, or an
assortment of other oddities.
But if the election was amusing to the
onlooker, it must be considered that it was
damaging to the reputation of the Student
Council, whose direct responsibility it was
to see that the elections were carried out in
an effective and responsible manner. The
blame for the fiasco must fall on the Council, more specifically those in charge of the
election.
Personal opinions aside, we question
whether the outcome of the election will be
fair to those who are running for office.
Two weeks ago the "cute" campaigns had
come to their peak, however low it may
have been. Much money was expended by
the candidates for campaign material, which
in effect became completely worthless. It
will be of little consolation to the candidates, no matter how the future election will
be carried out i
.««?Ncw<the campaigns must be revived, and
another elgttion hftyi for a multitude of offices which in no way can be considered
necessary or vital to this campus.
Involvement and participation are an admirable and necessary aspect- of any community, especially a university community,
but one must also consider the merits of the
respective activity;'and class elections rank
very low. We only hope that the election
of next Thursday is the last one which must
be held to elect class officers.
We urge the student body and the Council to look into the possibility of making
this year the last for this outdated event.
It's a monumental waste of time, trying
to revive a dead horse every year. Ax one
which has been dead for quite some time.

Forum Topic
Next week's Progress forum topic will
concern President Nixon's Vietnam address
next Monday night.
i Students wishing to react to Mr. Nixon's
much-publicized policy statement should
submit typewritten, double-spaced articles
to The Progress tJflrtce, Room 417, Jones
Buildinc bv 5 PJB\ Tuesday.
Once again. The Progress forum topic
for next week centers around President
Nixon's Monday address, scheduled to be
telecast on all three major networks.

"Spirited"

Thank You

therefore express my sincere apologies for the
performance of the band, and further stats that
to the best of my ability we shall attempt to be
better representatives of Eastern Kentucky
University In the coming weeks and years.

Dear Editor:
Today, I wrote and signed a check only to
flndl had text. Ay temporary l*> In the. dorm;
and that my permanent ID would not, ha in until
TMurtday.'T then'stuck the cheek in my clutch... vi
Director, BKU Band
type puree and proceeded to loss it in the dark
of this moonlit night
In vain I searched. Heartbroken and troubled,
I returned to my shabby attic room, only to find
that within the twenty minutes between having
lost the check and having come cringing home,
some girl had found that signed check (made Dear Editor:
With regard to the article you printed of
out to "cash") and returned it
.feature editorialist Charles House, "Moratorium:
Thank you, lovely lady.
Did quest for identity hinder sincerity of exYour humble servant,
pression?'', I turn the question back to you.
Marion Turner
Was the quest for Identity In this article sincere
in expression, to say nothing of his precocious
Journalistic quality?
House's suspicion of the Moratorium as "a
Dear Editor:
form for aspousmg personal views," and Its
November 4th Is an important date for stu- participants "rebelling for rebellion's sake** Is
dents and faculty alike In Richmond, as Im- miraculously qualified by a "certain amount of
portant city elections will take piece. It Is moat substantiation," perhaps the same form of subnecessary to have honest and capable officials stantiation frequenty employed by administrahi Richmond government if Eastern Is to move tors from this school on up to the national pedforward. I urge both qualified students and fa- estal.
culty to be concerned and vote If they expect
The heart of House's article (misnomer) and
progress for Richmond and Eastern.
InsubstatlaUon makes reference to the MoraIt Is not the Intent of the writer to support torium In Ticirlngton he had Just attended. The
any candidate or party. I support only trust- appearance of a student marcher dressed la a
worthy and creditable government My Intent theatrical Ho Chi Minn outfit obviously domiIs to see Richmond and Eastern advance. So nated the visual oriented TV camera man as
please, study the candidates, give a damn, and wen as our mindful and searching theatrical,
vote.
oriented feature editorialist
Philip R. Sterbhng
Contrary to what House has ted you to believe
828 BeckhamHall
was a ''disregarding,'' unauthenuc participator,
to whom referred, the participant was in fact
also a participant In the Unlevrstty of Kentucky's Moratorium Guerrilla theatre producDear Editor:
tion whose purpose was, as a part of the MoraI feel It necessary, for the members of the torium, to further enlighten the nwuightoned
BKU Marching Maroons, to express to the cam- In view of the staggering war and stagnant
pus community my regrets for the performance preservers of the war. The point Is the student
of the band during the Homecoming halftime.
in the theatrical outfit would have missed the
White I could cite a number of problems which march, had he taken the "ill-advisable," time
could be Interpreteed as teading to the Band's to unadorn himself of his costume, enthuatam.
poor beginning, It can only be said that the full
responsibility for anticipating these problems
(OoathMwd oa Page
)
and preventing their occurancs rests with me. I

Moratorium Supported

Plea For Votes

Regrets Extended

HMtR
■

acrwve

AOWtt

Weakly gf Seat

All copy intended for publication must be received
by the editor prior to Monday at 10 a.m.
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Arab Peace Threatened
By Civil Conflict
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON — He is proud to the
point of conceit, knowledgeable to the point
of seeming pedantic, candid to the point
of being brutal (whether discussing the
naivete of the Kennedy administration or
the bankruptcy of the Nasser regime in
Egypt). He is also a monarch, one of the
few kings still around who truly rules and
does not go to bed each night with a watchdog lying on the next pillow.
I write of Mohammed Reza Pahlevi, Shah
of Iran, whose presence in the United
States provokes some unique questions and
observations about why the United States
got into such a mess trying to do good
deeds around the world.
Consider foreign aid. Since World War
II the U.S. has given away about $135
billion. Except for Marshall Plan help in
rebuilding Europe, many Americans now
think that aid money was wasted. And they
include some European countries in the
cynical observation that our aid made almost as many enemies as friends.
Iran is a glaring, non-European exception
to this over-generalization. Two decades of
American help lifted Iran to a "takeoff"
point where economic assistance could be
ended two years ago. Now the country
grows in great leaps, permitting the Shan
to talk of his countrymen enjoying the same
standard of living as Europeans within 15
years.
Iran is rapidly becoming the dominant
economic force in the Middle East, and'she
clearly has notions of becoming so potent
politically that she will replace Britain once
that declining colonial power moves out of
the Gulf of Persia area.
The Shah is also known to believe that
lean on one end and Japan on the other will
eventually become the poles of stability for
Southeast Asia.
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Iran is jam up against a Soviet Union
that, according to the spy Col. Oleg Penkovsky, a few years ago was drafting secret
plans for a military attack on Iran. But
the Shah's shrewd diplomacy, and his
credible warning that anyone invading Iran
will have to dodge a lot of bullets, has
produced a situation where at least surface
cordiality exists and there is no prospect
of Iran becoming another Czechoslovakia —
or the reason for a Soviet-U.S. military confrontation.
It is significant that the Shah is here
shopping for large U.S. investments, especially in the agro-business sector of his
economy, although there already are enough
VS. capitalist projects in Iran to keep two
clandestine Communist radio stations busy
condemning the Shah.
Iran's ruler speaks proudly of himself
as a "revolutionary monarch." He not only
forced other big landholders to make plots
available to the masses, but he gave up
«S¥ft::::%¥:WS::i:;:-:-3rW
vast holdings of his own. In a few years
of what Iranians call the White Revolution
(no bloodshed), he increased from 30,000
to over four million the number of little
(Continued from Page Two)
capitalists in Iran — that is, people who
sincerity or any of the stockpile of descriptive
own land, a shop, or part of a business.
adjectives cleverly placed In the feature editorial at the disposal of the reader and in this
There may be as many lessons in Iran's
case It was my trash can.
success story as in the Vietnam debacle.
To accuse organisers of the National Moratoriums of "talking Just to hear themselves talk
The first may be that it is folly to pro"may have a deserving and righteous meaning
ceed on the assumption that only "our
to the editoralist, who-seems to have missed the
main feature, and further brings to my memory
kind" of representative democracy can procomparable over-sealous remarks generated by
duce political stability — whether in Sainone other than our school's president, who has
responded to his patriotic call to speak before
gon, Calcutta, or Bonn.
you at familiar ROTC gatherings freely atEight years ago the Kennedy administratended by the shackled audience of green
threaded mutes.
tion was full of contempt for kings and
Perhaps those "serious and committed" disready to write the Shah off in favor of
senters who are purported not to be going to
Washington, D.C. for the November IS Morasomeone more acceptable to Iran's ramtorium are not going because they have to
bunctious students.
waste energy and time with stupidity and incompetence on a local level.
Those close to the Shah know that to"You don't have to be a Weatherman to tell
day he speaks with contempt of the "book
which way the wind blows."
Keith B. Lucey
liberals" in the Kennedy administration
A AS College
who tried to dictate to him what was good
Member Vietnam Moratorium Committee
for Iran and the world. The Shah believes
profoundly that had he not told the Kennedy theorists where to go Iran would be
WHILE YOU WAIT
in grim trouble today.
The lesson seems to be that the U.S. must
give its hacking to a proven leader of true
guts and charac^ #*fhfc this precedence
ALL PURCHASES
over whether he calls himself an absolute
monarch, a constitutional monarch, a parliamentary prime minister, or a popularity
elected president.
Is Iran an argument against democracy
and for dictatorships in nations trying to
break the bonds of poverty and backwardRichmond's Finest Jewelry Store For 25 Yi
ness? Not exactly.
The trouble is that no one has found a
way to impose any kind of leader on another
country without overstepping the limits of
internal meddling. Nor has the U.S. found
a way to force another government to banish corruption (especially in cases like VietMUAVt
UMW
at
nam where U.S. businessmen and military
men have encouraged corruption by becoming a part of it).
Where it is easy to park
But Iran seems to suggest that the men
involved, not the system of government,
and a pleasure to shop
ought to be a determining factor in how
deeply the U.S. wades into the troubles
<«nd conflicts of another society. Just as a
woman ought not marrv a scoundrel hopinn to reform him, the U. S. cannot afford
to back dunces or thieves, hoping to educate
them or force them to be honest.

Moratorium Supported

FREE

By CHARLES HOUSE
Editorial Featurist
Last Tuesday's Courier Journal carried
a Hugh Haynie cartoon depicting two
Arabs. One was a Lebanese, who had a
large flower with the word "Peace" printed on it, while the other was an Arab representing the rest of the Arab Middle
East. The second Arab was striking the
Lebanonese with a club and proclaiming
him to be a (gasp!) hippie.
This graphic summary of the Middle
East situation creates as clear a picture of
present conditions as would a "Time"
magazine cover story. For after all is said
and done, the supreme irony is that, for the
present at least, the Arab world is more occupied with castigating one of their own
than they are with Israel. To add to the
irony, Israel has threatened to come to the
aid of Lebanon in the event that Lebanon
is attacked by some of her neighbors
(brothers?).
All this newly stirred up antagonism in
the Arab world is because of a gesture toward peace, oddly enough, in the Middle
East. Lebanon, in a seemingly advocation of
peaceful coexistance with Israel, decided to
halt commando raids on Israel originating
inside Lebanon's boundaries.
The result is, for Lebanon, the scorn of
the rest of the Arab world and, worse, a
very real threat of civil war in the country.
For several days now Tripoli, Lebanon's
second largest city, has been divided between the Moslems and the Christians, and
barricades and battle lines have been drawn
with several persons having been killed.
Snipers are creating havoc in different parts
of the city and there is no sign of a settlement in the near future.
One television reporter pointed out that,
while the strife in Lebanon has not as yet
produced anything like the riots in Detroit
or Watts, the situation is much more serious in Lebanon.
Unlike the reasons for the riots in our
country, Lebanon's troubles are not the result of minority groups in the country, but,

rather, a deep division between the whole
populace.
The new troubles in the Middle East are
far more serious than just another civil war,
or one small country attacking another.
Syria has threatened to attack Lebanon,
and there have been reports that some
Syrian troops are already in the country.
The more serious aspect of the developments are the new barriers to peace an<J
peaceful coexistence with Israel. The prospects of peace between the Arabs and the
Israelis were already extremely remote, and
the new developments hamper even further
the possibility of peace.
The extreme remoteness of peace is evident by the fact that the very cause of the
new troubles is the result of an apparent
peace gesture on Lebanon's part.
Several government officials in Israel
have said, off the record, that if Syria attacks Lebanon, Israel will have to attack
Syria. The result is that lamentable situation that now exists would become even
more complex, and an answer to the problem almost impossible.
I could say that this strife, just as practically all the strifes and wars of history, is
the result of nationalism and, or, religion,
and that the answer is to do away with
nationalism and work out the religious differences. But most people recognize this
and prefer to live with it rather than to try
to affect a change, so the point is wasted.
A point that most people do recognize,
however, is that, even though the religious
and nationalistic differences will probably
never be resolved in the Middle East (or
anywhere else, for that matter), something
has to be done, and that the probable answer is an attempt at peaceful coexistence.
Lebanon has apparently attempted at
least one small effort in that direction, the
result of which is anything but encouraging.
Possibly the only answer is renewed efforts toward peace by the United Nations
and, equally important, more cooperation
and support of the UN among the member
nations.
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Colonels Seeking
ew Win Streak
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The View

From Here

•v Kill PARK Progress Soorfs Editor

Lack of tht big offensive play had been evident In the Colonels' first five games this season. Most fans thought MB*
era could come up with a couple of these, It could defeat WestEastern had three scoring plays that each covered at least
40 yards or more, but failed to win Its homecoming game agalnst the Hiiltoppera.
.
._
A
Two long passes from senior quarterback Bill March to
freshmen flanker Larry Llghtfoot of 42 and 49 yards ends
59-yard touchdown Jaunt by Jimmy Brooks provided the Eastern fans with some of the most exciting moments since
the days of Aaron Marsh and Jim Gulce.
However It seemed that two Western seniors—Johnny
Vance and'Jlm Vorhees--wanted this victory too much to let
it slip out of their hands after holding a 14-point lead. These
two players led a Hiiltopper drive that produced the winning
touchdown In the fourth quarter.
. -\> 'V-j
Vorhees was particularly tough In the last three minutes
of the game. He picked up valuable yardage In Western's
attempt to keep the ban and run out the dock. Vance scored
two TD*s on runs around left end.
One aspect of Eastern's game that improved last Saturday
was kick returns. Its kick return men were in the
spotlight against toe Toppers, both on klckoffs and punts.
Brooks and Donnie Young each had one good kickoff return, with Brooks needing only to have beaten one man to
have gone all the way. On punt returns, Psto Cempassi
turned In his most impressive day this season by returning
four for 108 yards. Two of these punt returns by Campassi
set up Eastern scores.
All in all Eastern Just did not have the ball enough to control the tempo of the game and pick up some needed momentum. The amount of first downs by each team tends to prove
this statement-Western 23 and Eastern 14.

BT JACK FROST
Staff Sports Reporter

After a heartbreaking loss to
arch-rival Western, the Colonels
tangle with Murray this Saturday
at Murray
at 2 p.m.
FMrUorm Ve*?r» pan into the
fire so goes the saying, and this
pretty well describes this week's
game as Eastern takes on an
even stronger team than Western when it meets the Racers
in their Homecoming game.
Murray ended East Tennessee's ten-game winning streak
last Saturday as the to teams
battled to a 10-10 deadlock. The
Racers are primarily a veteran
team wlto 12 starters from
>m last
letteryear among 24 return
men.
\ A,
Haug Replaces TUlmaa

EASTERN 8TATBTICS

i

Colonels' statistics through six games show JImmy »"**»,
Don Bushier, Bob Webb and Teddy Taylor leading the way In
their respective departments.
■■■■■»■'■■
Brooks has gained 680 yards onthe ground for a 5£average
and three touchdowns to lead all Colonel rushers. He is
second In scoring with 20 points.
,„..„—
BiMhier leads Eastern pass receivers with 14 receptions
for W4 yards. James Wilson and James Kelley follow Bushier
with 12 and U snares, respectively.
^mkmaikm w-hh
Webb and Taylor head the defensive departments. wet»
has four interceptions, while Taylor leads In tackles and
assists with 40 and 50, respectively.
Butch Evans leads Eastern In scoring with 30 points.
Tom Gaebler, Eastern's punter, has kicked 47 times for
1849 yards and a 39.2 average,
u*-*-**-.
Another Interesting statistic Is the number of tombles
the Colonels have lost compared to their opponents. Eastern
has lost 12 fumbles, while Its toes have lost only five.

The big loss was the graduation of quarterback Larry Tinman, "OVC Player of The Year"
last season. But Coach Bill Furgerson has found an able replacement for Tillman In Matt Haug,
a 6-3, 190 pound Junior, Tlllman's backup man last year.
Haug has already proved that
be can carry on toe Tillman
tradition. Like his predecessor,
Haug will throw the ball from
30 to 40 times a game. He has

directed the Murray offense Into this season ranks third among
second place in Ohio Valley Con- OVC pass receivers.
ference team offense statistics,
Haug also Is the second leadHake Leads Rushers
ing passer In the conference, Just ^^
primarily ths Racer's
behind Morehead's BUI Marston. tt^
J l ^ I ^Dut U an abls
r 0 nd f lMr
A statistic that worrlss Coach ^.« ™1^r i. .* . n,w
«* SKJBK* touchdown »£™2Z l2 £J> S
passes, which leads toe OVC. $*%*£■&« by rushing, but
"With the wayJ^gV'SC^: nS^tSuble getting started
f ense against Western^»*»dont
^ r#Unqttlihed
improve we're liable togetblown Jj^ J.ound.catolnf lead to Rich
off the field at Murray because "sgj V^COndsemesterfreshthey are known for their pass- Rlshs, asscondsemestsrirew
ing game," Kldd said.
After allowing 31 point to Mld_ .
die Tennessee two weeks ago, toe
Strong passing Game
Rac#r ^^^^ h,u conference
To have a strong passlnggame leader East Tennessee to only
team must have capable re- one touchdown last Saturday*
Leading Murray's defense la
Ceivers, and Murray has-severai
good ones, silly Hess, Jack Wolf middle guard Sam Tandy, and
and Russ Hake give toe Racers rowing back Jimmy HarreU. Tantoe most dreaded trio of recetv- dy led the Racers in tackling
ers in toe OVC.
last year and Is a prims canHess, 5-9. 173, Is Murray's dldate for all-conference and Allsplit end who last year set a new America honors at the end of toe
OVC record for touchdown passes season.
received wlto 13 and who also
HarreU, a senior, has experlwas the leading scorer In too ence and leadership ability that
league. He caught 40 passss for proves valuable to toe Racer de726 yards and was named to the f enslve corps, and is Murray s
All-OVC first team.
alternate captain.
Wolf, a strong, 6-3, 205, tight Yaumlng Attack Shows Spark
end, also Is a very sure-handed
pas; catchsr. As a sophomore.
The loss to Western a»v«EaawTlf caught 28 passes for 348 tern fretting vatoabU.and
yards and four touchdowns and something that hadnot *£»n to
'
— much this year. The Colonel's
passing attack was sparked up
and looked better than at any
(Continued oa Page Five)

Headhunters,
Renegades
i Selected
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Where's The Trampoline?
"Where's the trampoline!" could be the question Eastern
quarterback Bill March is asking himself as Mike Connelly
(35) hurdles through the sir In an attempt to block March's
pass. Western won 27-26.
(Photo by Cralg Clover)
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Second TD Reception

21-10. Western defeated the Colonels for the
first time In five yean In last week's Homecoming game, 27-26.

Freshmen flanker Larry Llghtfoot (43) makes
his second TD reception of the game In the
third quarter as Wilson Chapman of Western
defends unsuccessfully. This play covered 49
yards and put the Colonels within two at

(Photo by Craig Clover)

proved sufficient.
March summed up toe game by
saylng, "It was a gams of breaks,
and they got toe last one."
Western's Coach Felx agreed,
saying, "either team could've
won," and added that both teams
were "still contenders for the
conference championship."

1

Both
coaches felt tost
Western's quarterback did atrsmsndous Job. Vanes also punted
for a 41-yard average.
The win tied Western with toe
colonels plus three other conference teams for second place
m toe OVC, all having 2-2
records in conference play.
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OVO STANDINGS
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OVO Games
W L T
8 0 1
2 2 0
2 2 0
^20
2 2 0
2 2 0
12 1
13 0

East Tennessee
Austin Peay
Eastern
Morehead
Tennessee Tech
Western
Murray
*•*• Campassi returned West- Middle Tennessee
' em's 48-yard punt 82 yards.
LAST WEEK'S OVC SCORES
Three plays later BUI March
hit Butch Evans with a 28-yard Western 27, Eastern 36
Tennessee Tech 21, Morehead 6
Evans then carried twice from East Tennessee 10, Murray 10 (tie)
two yards out giving Eastern its Austin Peay 20, Middle Tennessee 17
first tally. Ralph OUlsspls'sktck
THIS WEEK'S OVO SCHEDULE
made it 7-0.
Western scored twice in toe Eastern at Murray
second quarter, the first being a Austin Peay at Arkansas A A M
36-yard pass from Vance to Da- Middle Tennessee at Ball State
vis. Just before toe end of toe Morehead at Western
first half, Vance scored himself Tennessee Tech at Chattanooga
from the sight-yard line.
East Tennessee, Idle
Eastern staged a remarkable,
■Safe
rally la the third quarter after
falling behind 21-7 on a 36-yard
pass from Vanes to Smith.
BUI March hit freshmen flanker Larry Llghtfoot with a 42yard pass, but a surprise run
failed, and the score stood 21-13.
Again on the Colonels' next
series of downs March hltLlghtfoot, this time the play covering
49 yards though March's extra
point pass attempt failed to tie
the game.
A 89-yard run by Jim Brooks
gave the Colonels a 26-21 lead.
But Brooks later fumbled on his
own 12-yard line, and Western
needed only one score to take the

JOHNSOH OUTBOARD MOTORS

MIMMSOiQ

Dayton

Finding all of his receivers
covered, Vance ran to ths left
and Jumped into the end zone. The
two - point attempt was un-
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Western Beats Colonels
On Last Quarter TD

Bill March, Eastern's senior
quarterback, was named Renegade Back of the Week for bis
performance against Western
Saturday. March fired two touchBT BOB BABBAGE
down passes in a losing effort
Staff
Sports Reporter
and now has four TD tosses for toe
In Kentucky's game of the year,
year' and has completed 64 passes
in 143 attempts for a .448 per- the game Coach Roy Kldd calls
"hah* bur season" and toe game
centage.
James Wilson received Rene- Western Coach Jim Felx calls
gade Lineman honors. Wilson "Th* World Ssries," Western
slipped by toe Colonels 17-16
has caught 12 passes mis y
for 98 yards and a respectable for "its first win over Eastern
8 J average.
«tacs 1968.
Headhunts Linemen,■-•! the
''Two'.crucial fables plus
'week Ws ' Seatfman James tha-Cftjfrsfr.Ihtlurs^
Croudup /and sophomors Rlc* M&WmW^W*?^
Cook. cVoudep Is third on the to," were toe reasons Kldd gave
team with 29 tackles and 89 for toe loss.
assists, while Cook Is sevento
Mors than 20,000 fans (toe most
with 23 tackles and 20 assists, to aver sse the Colonels play
Pete Campassi, who according in Richmond) witnessed the unto coach Roy Kldd, "played one canny passing accuracy of Westof his finest games," wad named ern quarterback John Vance and
Headhunter Back of toe Week, the Colonel's BUI March, and
campassi returned four punts rugged defensive play, which forf or 10* yards, intercepted a West- ced each teamto. punt nine times,
ern pass and mads a key tackle On Eastern's second series of
which
prevented a Western downs, senior a**0*1™ ^

roucbdown.

I
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Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others, f Ifs Kentucky Central's Univer^
sity Key Plan. Better protection/Better provisions;
No military exclusions. uTalk xp Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.
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Harlem Globetrotters
To Present Show Here
At ^oliseum Monday
You've got to see 'em to believe 'era'- and even then you'll
still marvel at the magic maneuverlngs of the Harlem Globetrotters, who put their dazzling
show on display Monday at Alumni Coliseum against the New
Jersey Reds. Tipoff is set for
7:30 p.m.
Backing up the cage game
which introduces new antics by
the talented "magicians of
basketball;" are variety acts featurlng artists who have played
leading night clubs, television
shows andSCircuses. -.'
In the past 49 seasons the
GlobetrottfrsWyed 9,851 games
and their total attendance exceeds
60,000,000. A crowd of 75,000,
a world's record for a single
game, watched them perform in
Berlin's Olympic Stadium in 1951.
Their largest U.S. turnout was
36,256 , at the Los Angeles Col-,
lseum on April 8,1953.

"We have exercised extra care
putting together the 1970 package,
and we believe, it's our best
ever," says general manager
George Glllett.
The Globetrotters are led by
Meadowlark Lemon, the Clown
Prince of Basketball, and Leon
Hillard, a dribbling and ballhandling magician.

Trotters' Star Dribbler
Player-coach Leon Hillard. of the Harlem
Globetrotters gives a sample of his specialtydribbling. The Globetrotters will play the
New Jersey Reds Monday at 7:80 p.m. In

«™ Progress, Thurs., Oct. 30, 1969, Page

(Continued from Page Four)
time this season. The main reason was the play of quarterback
Bill March and freshman flanker Larry Llghtfoot.
The two connected for scoring
plays of 42 and 49 yards, something that has been absent in the
Colonel's play this year.
Kidd had special praise for
Llghtfoot.
"Larry has been]
catching the ball real well, he
has tremendous talent and is going to be a great one for us,"
he said.
Eastern's record In the OVC
is 2-2, good for a second place
tie. The Colonels still have a
chance of winning the conference
title, but can not afford another
loss. East Tennessee has three
games remaining and as of now
the Bucs are 3-0-1.

The Globetrotters come by '
their name honestly, for they've
performed in 87 countries on all
six continents.

Highlighting an impressive
halftlmeTleu
performance will be
Gt^y
featured recently
on toe Ed
Sullivan Show,
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DANIEL BOONE
RIDING STABLE
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V/2 Miles Prom Boonesborough State Paris
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TRAIL RIDES
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EKU STUDENTS WELCOME
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Alumni Coliseum. Tickets are now on sale
at the Athletic Ticket Office in the Coliseum.
Photo submitted

Hissom-Led Freshman Team Shows Promise

Tickets may be purchased at
the Athletic Ticket Office, Alu8t-«Y8p^rt?Re5!Lr
frwhmanteaketball team.
mnl Coliseum, the cashier's
window and the Campus Book- Hard workedTdSermlnatlon■ J^JS^SS^^S^
store.
ill
the key' Ingredients
tor Xi «l~iV£f?*
...... be .„
tht „i_»« «•--*«_«, third straight year.
3L The first-year Colonels Have'
four players on scholarship. The
team, according to Hissom, will
be built around them.
"The four fellows we have on
scholarship, Charles Mitchell,
Vlnce Mrazovich, Phil Storm '
and Wade Unchurch, will be our
nucleus," Hissom said. "Theother fellows were picked up from '
our all campus try-out.
"Right now we've got two fellows vying for a starting birth
at the center position. Both Ralph
Johnson and James Tiilman will
see a lot of action, no matter
which one starts," Hissom said.
JACK HISSOM
Freeh Basketball Coach
Hissom commented on each of
Us scholarship athletes.
"Storm (from Lily MyJ is a ins and Wayne Scudder.
good, strong rebounder and Is Once again Hissom will have a
very quick. He's a dedicated graduate assistant working with
athlete with a lot of promise. him. This year Ken Martin will
"Mitchell (from Louisville) is work as his aid. Martin prealso very strong. Right now -Aously coached at Owen Counhe Is living up to all the advance ty High School.
billings he's had," Hissom said. ~i "His experience as a coach
Last year Mitchell was chosen will be valuable. I'm sure I'll
as the Most Valuable Player in be proud of Coach Martin as I
the Kentucky East-West High have been proud of all the felSchool game.
iQws I've had work with me in
"Unchurch (from Mopticello, tlu> capacity " Hissom said.
Ky.) is a good percentage shootLast year's freshman squad
er. He's the type fellow that had a 12-6 record. "This year
will shoot 15 for 20 on any given we play a pretty rough schedule,
night" Hissom said.
It will be a challenge for us to
"Mrazovich (from Miami, Fia.) duplicate last year's mark. But
is one of our forwards and is an I'm sure we can do it This will
exceptional shooter."
be, a challenge I'm sure we will
Rounding out this year's squad be able to cope with," Hissom
are Harold
Gardner, Craig said.'
Palmer! Rex Patton. Joel Perk- "

CORNER 2nd & MAIN
UNIVERSITY.SHOPING CENTER
and the Grand Opening
this week-end of our
RICHMOND PLAZA STORE

TERRIFFIC Weekend DISCOUNTS

C0RICIDIN
Tablets
$129
Value

690

25s

AFTER SHAVE
954 oz.
$150
Value

930

Johnson & Johnson

COTTON SWABS
890
Value

150s

510

Beref"2-2

WHY NOT HAVE ALL
THE CONVENIENCES OF HOME ?

RENT A 15" R.C.A. TELEVISION

*J

I

Eastern's women's Field Hockley team tied Berea, 2-2, at Hood
Field last Thursday.
Eastern's two goals came before halftlme while Berea remained scoreless until after
the half. The first Eastern
goal was scored by Debbie Woodsides, senior captain and center
forward of the team.
The second goal was credited
to Carolyn Naticchloni.
The early minutes of the second half gave the tying scores to
Berea, A third goal was scored
by Berea but was nullified by
an off-sides penalty. The next
encounter, Saturday at 1 p.m.,
will,.And Eastern vying with a
powerful Indiana University team
again here at Eastern.
The men's fall calendar of
•vente In intramurals is coming to a close with only two acI tivitles still open. Those interested in table tennis will have until
tomorrow (Friday) to enter.
Cross country will remain open
until next Tuesday.
Results in archery show Steve
Sloan first; Carl Sincker% secondhand Ernie Kidd third.
fd the competitive football
skills day Dave Shaw was the
winner. Gary Kienk finished
second and Dave Steblng was
third.

I

Vance Named
Jop Player

r only $9.00 per month
(14c per day for each roommate)
service T.V. free of charge all year.
* UHF and YHF antennas included.
* Excellent reception in dormitories.
Free delivery to your residence
Reserve yours by calling:

Student Leasi

^B

ll

, Inc.
LEXINGTON

Call collect - we will pay

* &•

Old Spice

Field Hockey

77-7157

«

Johnny Vance, Western's senior quarterback, has been named
the Ohio Valley Conference's Offensive Player of the Week.
Vance, the first repeater for this
honor this season, hit on 20 of
36 passes for 244 yards and two
TD^s.
Vance also scored twice on
runs of eight and 12 yards in the
Hilltoppers' 27-26 victory over
Eastern. Vance's 20 completions
bfdke Western coach Jimmy
Fell's 18-year-old school record for completions in one game.
Named Defensive Player of the
Week was Mike Dungan, a Junior defensive end for Murray.
Dungan had eight tackles and six
assists in the Racers' 10-10 tie
with. East Tennessee. He also
blocked and recovered a Buc
punt, deflected two passes and
hailed the passer for two losses.
Individual leaders In the OVC
show Bill Marston (Morehead),
tal offense, 1362; John High
(Morehead), pass receiving and
yardage, 36 and 606, respectively; Matt Haug (Murray), passing,
1339; Larry Schrelber (Tennessee Tech), rushing, 938; Ron
Taylor (Middle Tennessee), punting average, 40.5.
Butch Evans of Eastern,Harold
Roberts of Austin Peay and Schrelber lead the OVC in scoring, with 30 points each.

iS *

NOXZEMA
Skin Lotion

ADORN
Hair Spray
7

6 oz.
$1.00
Value

GILLETTE
TECHMATIC RAZOR
CARTRIDGE

$1.50
Value

^5i *

9RH

SHi
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Revived Student Court
In Weekly Sessions

HI

Three Lead In Questionnaires

mime teams. Opportunities to making friends.
turned In ordering cards,
bo*1, Jog, hike, play croquet,
"There's a lot of talent a- pianos, and games for the dorms,
ride horses, aid figure skate mong these girls—playing piano, Not too much can be done until
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Ressonwould be welcomed," Miss guitar and various Instruments the supplies and facilities are
Bridge, football and ten- N-waU ^^
able, pertinent questions for this
and portrait painting,'' obtained. Perhaps some disfeature-service may be sent to nis are leading in the tabu- The questionnaire suggested
He,p! The Pro
FOUrthjations
rorress. Fourth
f Women's
Znfe^of ir^r^
irTotc^Zto a5Help!
JBT' ESfiS
***«» 0of
Women's ActiviActivi-group
groupdiscussions;
discussions;the
theresponse
response
Interest in intramural. iselso next wee'v^Mis. Newell said?
BY JOHN PERKINS
,onW B ullding.)
1 )
.
•
onpetionnairp,,
submiti»
in
»vor
of
such
topics
as
X Z VlS£rt?ZT* ^T^Z$*1£?Z&?Z "-'•
* *
ties Questionnaires submit- ^gJ^JJ^ —£*•£ J-J" ** ***—*-. iodi- J^^ W-gJ-■£
News Editor
?.rve its party name for itself, case brought before the Court. QUE8noN| If tt ntodent ^ ted ,from Case and SttUlvan JWSM. +£* «££ ««, cat*
itsrday a requisition sheet be planned," Miss Newell said.
Among the several campus The Court's Justices are: Chief no?^?Ja°*p" of the stud** XHalls.
*"1|°
violations presented be- Justice, Barle Laux; Seniors- CdbooL
where can he obtain
h
*™|hooK« wnere can ne OOMPH.
'Student Court is in session f0re the court have been a few Jack Whitney. Chris Lewandow- one'
PROGRESS REPORT
! weekly to hear cases involv- where the defendant received the ski, and Russ Polsgrove; Jun. of the forms have been
fim
Jan
Rawson,
Les
Grlgsby
incr rarrmus traffic violaverdict "not guilty."
lors-Jan
ANSWER: Students may obtain d<Uvered to m« dorms," says
-11
,u
.._
nM such
«„.h .««
One
case i-t
last week and Carl Greenfield; Sopho- copies of the handbook in the Of- p^^f,,
Kraduate assistant
r
tions and infractions of stu-. involved a violation reported by mores—Rodney Adams andiA Susie
&■■<• nee
«... of
rj Student
onrfBfit Affairs,
Affair* Room
Rnnm
^_ '
. »...
..
m
to" DBan"0# Women Mary Ingels
dent conduct rules as setup ^n^ seCurlty officers who Johnson, and
Freshmen—Bob 210, Administration Building.
„^
tabulations
gbould
be
'and flnal
final tabulations
by the Student Affairs Re- claimed that a student had Babbage and Ernesto Scorsone.
.,,
In by Friday."
uort
blocked the path of an emergency
The Student Court defense
^
vehicle.
counsels are: Art Cassill, Rog- QUESTION: Why does EastFor indoor activities the girls
_
_.. .-,_•*
_^.
ar Click
Guv Colson Rex ern not have a bowling team?
have suggested chess knitting,
Ping pong pool and folk singshould make the separation of the tion of the revision was also unIn the second floor Adminlstra. -..-...
.
. Shields, and PhilipSterWing.
ANSWER:
According to ing. Many are already skilled The revision of the Stu- Judiciary, legislative, and execu- sure, Pellegrinon saldT but he
dent
Association
constituAfter approximately an hour of The trlal counsels (prosecu- Athletic Director Glenn Presnell,
tlon Building conference room,
branches of the Association promised that the committee
i0
tion is "at least halfway tive
has heard a large variety of testimony and questioning, the tors) are Tom Crispin and Dud- ^^^ 1S not enough student In- ' "
much
more distinct.
would be finished "at least by'
Court decided that the defendant ley Goodlett
terest to merit a bowling team. at sewing and knitting and are through," according to Jim
cases since Its M esasion was
The exact date of the comple- the end of this semester."
not guilty of the violation
He said that perhaps when East- willing to. tutor others, quest-Pellegrinon, president
Oct. 16.
of
he was accused of, and thereern has Its own lanes in the new ioanaires indicate.
the student Council.
Most of the cases presented be- *>f« saved the student from a
Student Center, a bowling team
m
fl
wlU be
formed. Dr. Barney
for?Chief Justice Barle Laux-s m™
™
?!!L.
^
officers involved
expartanca play- **• ^"SSSrn *?!L2*
Groves' office said mat there is <~."Previous
court so far have been com- The security
„«k.n „«ii«,*-,ii >nH K>. formed by Eastern President
fttltl tWWTB
that they reno Intramural team also because
ketball
could
prompt
for,
meeting
a
tQ c0ntlliu
iU rtgutar
Mrs. Caroline Krebs, instruc- of toe lack of student interest.
!_
few more interesting problems as much as they would a civic tor of social science, is a canuntil
the
tentative
completion date
court of law.
in January,1970.
didate
for Richmond city
Monday's meeting, Pellegrinon
Court Rules
In fact one officer went on commissioner in next Tuesday's
said,
was mostly a review of the
Last week brought a complaint to say that the campus secur- election.
revision
progress mads by the
j from the original Keep Eastern ity force was trying to keep
She has resided in Richmond
TSc rOUNMBS MUTUAL BCFOSITO* CORPORATION.
committee.
Growing (KEG) student political as many campus traffic cases five years and has been presZS9 Southland Dr. Lexington, Ky.
party that a new group of cam- in the Student Court rather than ident of the local League of woThe meeting also Included the
pus politicians bad made un- Richmond
City Police Court men Voters,
formation of several subcommitauthorised use of the party's because, he said, "We think that Although there will be no parMr. Roland Vamos, new con- orchestral violinist at Radio City tees which wiU study different
name for their class
ballot, Mrs.
is election the students can get
gei a more comwm- ty
13, notations
uvutuwu* on
»«. the
»»»—*"*»
—— ductor of Eastern's Symphony
Syi
Music Hall, New York City.
segments of the old constitution
^ ^ wtfe will be • Also featured at toe concert and report their findings to the
ticket, which was in no way piete hearing here than they could Krebs has combined with severconnected with last y—
rear's KEG downtown.''
_^
>
. ±^1^^""™ ' featured violin soloists at the or- will' be violin soloist Alan Stap- committee at a later date.
party.
The Student Court decisions slate labeled "Progressive.
chestra's fall concert next Tues- les, assistant professor of music,
In this case, the court ruled are made by the 11 Justices, who At Eastern she teaches "Hu- day.
The final form of the revised
who has been at Eastern since
against the new organisation, constitute a cross-section of the man Problems in the 20th Cenconstitution,
Pellegrinon said, is
The concert will be at 8 p.m. 1961. He has Just returned from
tury
I saying that there can only be four student classifications.
«
In Hiram Brock Auditorium. wrl ar sabbatical year at the Univer- impossible to predict at this time,
278-8502
423-5051
The new conductor, a native of city of Cincinnati Conservatory,. I but he said that the new document
New York City, came to East* completing work toward a D.M.A.
ern this year from Ohio State degree.
University, where he completed
The concert will present a cello
the work required for a Ph. D. soloist, Lyle C. Wolfrom, assisln muslcology and worked ah a tant professor of music at Eastern. He also Just returned from
teaching associate.
Previously he was assistant a sabbatical year, during which
professor of music at Antioch he completed work at Ohio Stats
•s. College in YeUow Springs, Ohio, University on an M.A. degree.
and performed several years as , There is no admission charge
"Since last year's winner can- llv«7 (affectiveness, voice and ja
BY JUDI LEDFORD
professional violinist and vio- for the concert, which will Include the. Symphony No. 7 of
Fine Arts Editor
Mr. Schneider said, "The key U«
to toe contest Is the selection He has played with the Pen, Beethoven, toe Prelude to Die
Eastern's annual Keene Entry forms and information of
topic, proper research ver and Houston symphony or- Melstersinger by Wagner, and
Oratorical Contest will be- and assistance In preparation of anda good
sound preparation." He ad- chestras and the U.S . Army a Concert Grosso by Vivaldi,
gin with a preliminary , speeches Is available from Mr. ded that he was looking forward Band. For several years he was which will present toe soloists.
to having strong competition, and
round Nov. 14 to Choose schheider In Cam mack 108.
will
adhe hoped for a good turnout at
four finalists who
Speeches
must
be
original,
'vance to the final round persuasive and seven to nine the preliminaries. .J-_.... _. ..
1
Nov. 19 in Hiram Brock minutes (or about 1600 words) Steve Stanley, president of AlAuditorium during Fresh- in length. They should be well- pha Zeta Kappa, the University
researched,
Interesting and Forensic Organization, will be
iman Assembly.
Named In honor of William L. tightly and logically organised. Master of Ceremonies for the
BT PEGGY THOMAS
Those appointed for Burnanr
[Keene, formerly professor of The topic should be one of lm- program.
must submit a
Staff Reporter
. A Hall art Beverly Dlckans.TeresEnglish at EKU, the contest Is portance, and one which toe ora- Finalists
Names, pf»tb.e. newJyTap- &*, HaUL P«*I tesckjmn, Roseopen to all undergraduate female tor cares about and in which she copy of their manuscripts to to
pointed member^^ol^^uvarvjoraeet and Nancy Mcstudents of the Univejfity. Si>ee<A%an»**c©*ne involved.
contest dlrfctor'^rfC^
Instructor Peter Schneider said,
Speeches will be Judged on too 106 .or 108 before the. f lni »W Judicial Couflcft m $a**8toi,
c
la Qase «aU are Delia Cooj*"I mink that ehtf*fce la* this oases of appropriateness of sub- of the contest.
will Be ettgioib •£&' resioehce halls-were re- er, Edjrlna Hatcher, Lisa Jonas,
contest could be an Invaluable Ject matter, originality, develop- The winner
aid to any Eastern coed wishing ment, organization, interprets- to compete in a state contest, leased Monday by Mrs.* Sherry Osborne and Kathy Raid.
The members In Clay Hall are
tlonf presentation of thought de- Two years ago Eastern coed Jeanette Crockett, director
to enter.
Karen Fletcher also won the of women's housing.
"> Rita Bell, Karen Broerlng, Sharstate contest and advanced to toe This council will act as thai on Qarabrei, Beverly Meece and
national finals in Detroit, Mich, judicial body in each residence Connie Rousey.
In McGregor are Candy-JohnLast year's winner here was hall, trying cases brought bef or
Ann Stigall, whose topic was; | it ty ^ girls who live In to son, Reba Millar, Jan Ramsey,
Pam Quiggens and Kathy Kranz.
"The Battered Child Syndrome«." dorms.
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY ■*
- Those Jin Sullivan Hall are
Kathy Childers, Gillian Full wood,
G AYMODE® bra gown it Penn-Prest polyJo Ann Hacker, Debby Kleler
ester/cotton; Kodel* polyester fiberfill. Strawand Carol Smith.
berry, lemon, lime with whits. 32 to 36. *6
Members in Telford Hall are
Mary Lynn Locke, Peggy Bruce,
The bra slip it Antron* nylon tricot with poly208 Collins St., Richmond, Ky.
Diane Clare, Karen Bloyd and
ester fiberfill cups; nylon/spondex elastic.
Karen Clark.
Phone 6234075
White, pastels. 32 to 36A; 32 to 38B, C. $5
And In Walters Hall are Gayle
"Choose a firm whose members are graduates Schloss, Joyce Wilson, Elolse
McKltrlc, Jane Hale and Carol
of our University."
qavia.
15 yrs. experience In Root Estate

„2£ JSST^SS-« 3£

** °«*>

BY SON J A POLEY
Staff Reporter

■

Council Constitution Revision
'At Least Halfway Through'

S^\. a*** ' <**«.*-. ■» >»—■ —t.

Mrs. Krebs
A Candidate

WHAT IS YOUR INVESTMENT GOAL?

Vamoses Featured
In Tuesday Concert

Keene Speech Contest
Preliminaries Nov. 14

Be sure to visit the

for those everyday frontier prices.

Hall Judicial Boards
Commen^0Operation

Across from Daniel Boone
Fried Chicken
EASTERN BY-PASS

li>tmc't|i

B. T. SPUR14N Realty Co.

We Charge 2% Commission

Pistribution
Increased

Two points have been added
Ito- The Progress' Thursday dlstrlbotion — Alumni Coliseum
basement and Brockton trailer
court.
.Other points Include theStuIdent
Union between the grill
»V4>%»«AN^v.%%ssnv.\%%^v«»x<«(»«««<<w-s.v^v.'AV>?3«aWiSVkSv»-: -.x-v-v.v.v and the bookstore, Administration building basement outside
faculty
mailboxes, Brockton
laundry, and Case, McGregor,
Burnam, Sullivan, Walters, Clay,
~ Commonwealth, Palmer,
Keith., Beckham, Combs
residence ball lobbies,
Hall grill and the Todd>ree recreation room.
,
On-campus students should gat
r papers In their resldenca
Commuter students should
their paper in the Student
nlon or Alumni Coliseum. Faculty and staff should gat their
papers) in the administration
building or Alumni Coliseum.
The Progress Office Is not a
[distribution point.
i Persons should take only one
: copy of |he paper, which normally is circulated about 2 p.m.
Thursdays.

test Spurlin
Real Estate eroher
623-6082

ROBERT N. AZBILL
-gsttsman
•U-915S

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
e

MUM

%*«*> «n us. as

FRI.. SAT.. SUN.
Admission $1.00
Mfchoel Green
Jeneiter wan
'NAKEt ANGELS ii

200-214 W. Main Street
Master Charge —- BankAmerica Cards
Hrs: Mondav & Friday 9 to 9 — Others 9 to 6

"FIT STOP"
Open Fri.. Sat.,
issrsj rsvvsjiBBwesr

Movie Starts 7:30 p.m.

1

i

f

CAMPUS BRIEFS
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*CLUB-TIVITYStudent-Directed

Casts
Selected For December

GRE Deadline Is Nov. 25

(EDlTOH'S MOTE: Offkeal
organizations may send
te for this new
to Club-tlvlty, The Proi The Graduate Record ExamiThe museum is open Monday Health Careers Committee of the facet of state government and Buudin.)
BY JTJDI LEDFORD
nation will be administered by through Friday, from 10 a.m.- National Health Council, told the receive academic credit for their one-set directed by Pat Behrendt, lanl Butler, Elolse Garner, MUM
Fine Arts Editor
counselors from high schools in labors..
the Educational Testing Service 4 p.m.
are Debby Rlckwald, Dan Kent, Wilson and Russell Behanan will
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
. 24
southeastern
Kentucky
for the second time at Eastern
Casts for scenes to be Susie Lemon, Mike Curry and appear in "Blues for Mr. Char•••
this year Dec. IS.
•••
counties that "by 1975, health
He," directed by Bob Warfleld.
directed by students were Don Meade.
hedule of interviews for
Graduates planning to take the
Jackie
Brown,
Joe
Bricking
and
"Rosencrantz
and Guildlast Frdiay after
Mr. Bob Tarvin, director of selected
exam should register before Dr. Glenn Marsh, a spedaUst ^Un^S. ™ """! gr£*££ seniors has been
Susie Womack will appear in a enstern Are Dead," under the
en
aid the "real problem" released by the Placement Serv- student affairs, wishes) toremlnd °P
tryouts last Wednes- scene from "The Diary of Anne direction of Lena Bell will feeTuesday, Nov. 18. After this date
ro
lon today Is ice for the week beginning next all organizations of the rules day and Thursday.
the health
health *
profession
a S3 penalty fee will be incur- ~L£r maettnV crfttWCaduciuJ toi *»
Frank," directed by Tony Man- ture Mike Laycock, Harold Mc<«"
««**
*■
ice
for
and regulations In the Student
red. The last date for guaranteed Sffttta Monda? a?7 iSTta**0*** communication between Monday.
Kay, Tony Mannen, Keith JohnA play and three scenes will nen.
registration or changes in regis- SiJ^n,1*"^ *JLHkS «>• Cerent segments, such a. Appointments
for Interviews Handbook.
Bob Carver is directing a cut- son and Ken Dees. Blllie Smothbe presented Dec. 4 and 5. Cast
Appoti
tration is Tuesday, Nov. 25.
musical, "The ers, Jody Rogers, Sharon Crews.
JS2L. 2nd aniad haaShrtJ- «««ral Practitioner's nurses, should be made In advance. Ap- Advertising has become apar- members tor "The Sandbox " a tlng from a
nd allied health stu- technologistB> „»„ <&„».
potntmeota should be made in tlcular problem, he amid. Page 1-~
The GRE Is subdivided to inFantastlcks." His cast includes Pater Olson and Jo Feltner will
clude an Aptitude Test based on
Q /fl | iranC Nan Frits, Larry Pergram, Jen- appear as Tragedians.
Dr. Wltten Is «a past presl- doctor Joseph Young's Office, 43 of the handbook points out
general scholastic knowledge and
S I \J VJ1 CAVSO} ny Maddox, Bob Gray, Mike Sher
John Graves, Chris Flintr
• ••
dent of the American Academy of combs 317, for Interviews sche- that posters or signs may not
General Practitioners.
be posted on tr
buildings,
and John Currans.
Paul Specter ,Dan Kent. Bill
an Advanced Test which meaduled to be in Combs SIS.
Fellowships are available for Jdtmr asklngt .«How can webei other appointments should utUUjr Poles or trash cans. Tata
sures achievement In SI major
Penny
Hasekoester, Cralg Gibson, Steve Stanley, Don Meade
students interested in careers to to recruit the peple needed ba made in the Placement Office rule has been violated several
fields of study.
Tussey and Jerry Parks will be and James Pratt form the cast
Jones Building, times this year and organisations
Each test has a specific exam in pubUc administration in na- lQ m# health profession?" Dr. third floor
Students who are completing featured in a scene from "Desire for a acene from "Inherit Thefee. The cost of the Aptitude ttonal, state or local govern- wltte0 challenged the guidance The Liberty National Bank, are expected to follow the rules ■•seriate,
baccalaureate, er Under the Elms," directed by Wind," directed by Larry Per-»:
Test is $8, the Advanced Test m^««.H«« .«rt ftnmi^Hon. counselors to do a "better Job" Louisville, wlU Interview boa- »•} down for them, Mr. Tarvin grauate degree requirements ka Vlckl McDowell.
gram.
and applications1 of advising high school pupils, inass finance and liberal arts ***■
S8 and the cost of the Aptitude
Five play cuttings will be preStanley Lewis, Carolyn Ritchie
Jane
er
August
ef
1970
should
sented Dec. 17 and 18. Toni Trim- and Shetlah St. Cialr will appear
Test and one Advanced Test, on may be obtained from Coleman
In welcoming the counselors, majors Monday.
cemptote
the
appropriate
form
the same day and the same reg- B. Ransone, Educational Direct- who came to explore the opporCommonwealth Lite Insurance
nanee Teinerrew
for their specific degree as soon ble and Mike Sher are John Cur- in a scene from "Arsenic and
or, Southern Regional Training
rans' cast for a scenefrom "The Old Lace," directed by JudiLedistration form, is SIS.
„""* tunlties for high school graduates Company will Interview ail in- A Halloween Dance sponsored as possible.
The GRE also will be given Program Administration,
in health occupations, Eastern tereated graduates tor posit- by Delta Theta Sorority will be The) form may be obtained fit Apple Tree." Falvia Smith, La- ford.
here' April 25, 1970, and July er I, University,Alabama, 354- President Robert R. Martin said ions in Sales Management Train- tomorrow (Friday) In Martin the office of the desa of the
66,
11,1970.
the university will graduate some log Programs Tuesday.
Hall, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. college sa which the student Is
Deadline for submitting appli- 55 nurses this year In its twoFurther details and registraThe Department of Commerce, Admission will be 75 cents with enroUeU. The deadline for filing
tion forms are contained in the cations Is MsTrch 2,1970.
year program and Is planning Washington, D.C., wlU Interview costumes optional. A disc-Jockey a degree requirement form Is
1969-70 "Bulletin of Information
a four-year program.
accounting majors Wednesday from Louisville station WLOW, Wednesday, November 26.
•••
for Candidates" which may be obDr. Martin said that the med- in Combs 316.
Keith Adams, will be present.
122 Big HiH Avenue
tained front'the graduate school Grants for graduate study leal schools cannot train aU the The Grand Blanc
AHA
Meeting
Tonight
Richmond, Kentucky
office, Cosies 214.
tea.,
abroad are available through the People needed In the health pro- ity Schools, Grand Blanc, Mich
Institute of International Educa- f esslon.
will Interview elementary and
Eastern's chapter of the AGUITARS - AMPLIFIERS
•*•
tion. Information and application The workshop was sponsored secondary education majors.
merlcan Marketing Association
"Men in Soar* •» an ayhihitinn forms are available from Dean by the Cumberland Region Health
Northwestern Mutual Life In- will meet tonight (Thursday) at
Eastern'a Board of Regents has
TOP RECORDS ON BILLBOARD
of au^aphs^fU-rt-dwstanS Frederic D. Ogden of the Col- Careera Committee of taeHealth nnnc* Company wUl have in- 7 p.m. In Room 306, Combe approved construction of a
Building. AU those Interested campus safety and security build8 TRACK TAPE PLAYERS
Byron Boothe, administrator of
10S
must attend this meeting.
J. T. Dorrta Museum in East*
•••
ing.
the
Pattie
A.
Clay
Hospital
at
AND TAPES
em's Library.
The one-story brick structure
•*•
Richmond, is chairman.
Students desiring to take the
wlU be headquarters for the UThis exhibit, a loan from Glen
Services
"Some 800,000 vacancies that
Peace Corps Placement Test
nlverstty's Divlson of Safety and
A. Klelne, assistant professor
•••
should Inquire within (he next Lutheran church services are Security and It will be built on
of Journalism at Eastern, will could be filled by health professEastern served as host last week at Roark 106. The test is continuing each Sunday at 9 a.m. Kit Carson Drive, near the enbe at the museum through Dec. ionals exist in the United States
12. It contains autographs of as- today,'' according to Dr. Carroll Thursday for the Policy Com- handled through the office of As- at the Baptist Student Center with trance to Brockton.
tronauts and cosmonauts from Wltten, Louisville, recent key- mittee of the Frankfort Semester soctate Dean for the College of Rev. Rolland Bentrup officiating.
The building will contain ofArts and Sciences, Dr. Glenn Communion is offered each Sun- fices, including that of the SafYuri Gargarln, the first man in note speaker at a meeting of Program.
day and doughnuts are served ety and Security Director, now in
space, to the crew of the Apollo guidance counselors at Eastern. The program, a cooperative ef- Carey,
Dr. Wltten. chairman of the fort of Kentucky colleges and
after each service.
the Jones Building, and wlU be
•*•
—
Lutheran Student Fellowship headquarters for the campus patvarious stats departments, sponsors lnterships, whereby studEastern will present two pro- meets each Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. rol, now located in the rear of
ents work for a semester in some grams In the "Conversations" la Room 306, Combs Building. Burnam Hall.
series on the Kentucky EducaThe new building will contain
Exhibit Set
storage space, a garage for
tional Television Network during November.
Kappa Pi art fraternity and art <***«•
' ■}»•" "^ " «mer"
lc
r
Tne program at 7:SO p.m. next club is presenting an exhibit In «* ' ^butance, and a driveTuesday
f.
« /"""1L.
meauajr will
nu be
am "Conversation
"wenvaraaHMi Cammack Gallery Nov. 1 to 28 to "indow and area for regisSeCOnd ClianCe on Modern Germany" with Dr. A reception wUl be Sunday to*"00 * vihicle8 »•* Wmeot
Ursel Boyd of the Eastern for- Nov. »T7-Vp.m. R^hmeS * traffic-violation fines.
Estimated cost is more than
elgn languages faculty and four wUl be served,
(Continned from Page One)
$100.000.
students who participated In the
education courses. The program work-study program in Germany
SNBA Meeting Tuesday
trains students to take a Job and last summer.,
•a*
Student National Education Asgives them a sellable skill.
Other advantages are that an The Joint Alumni Council of sociation will have its monthly
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
meeting this Tuesday at 6 p.m.
Associate Degree is open ended
in the Ferrell Room.
and a student may build on the ^^L^^^^T
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
rn
degree for a Bachelor of Science *** Mooa*7
-rdegree, because all of the courses are college oriented and
not vocational.
"Some students can start
work with an Associate Degree
money than, a

Take Note!

CURRIER'S MUSIC WORLD

Regents OK
NewBuilding

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
ITU 9:00
COME SEE US!

Morning blues?
Just set this Sony
and awake to news.

Students Get

Where You Get Quality
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
A Week
i -. j . *n

Student Council Makes

Committee Nominations

bringing to campus Mg-name ^^^^J^tfSi:^t
IN. f thoseTurolMd laS.'SEftr concerts. Pallyinon J^gSS^lZ«XS$«
programs More than one-half defined big name entertainment £' SScllloImSSH*.
■
of the students are receiving as costing $1,000 or more. <
The Small Entertainment Com- possibilities of s Free Universome type of financial aid.
sity program at Eastern, Included
Many business organisations mittee is to be responsible for Kip Cameron, chairman; Bob
are donating money to these finding groups for student-spon- Babbage, Jim Breit, Jackie
programs, such as the Kentucky sored dances. The cost of such Brown, Roger Click, Gary Grant,
Restaurant Association. Man who entertainment would be less than Joyce Graves, Ike Norrls and Erwork for , or own restaurants $1,000, Fellegrlnon said.
Also filled in Tuesday's meet- nesto Scorsone.
are now enrolled in the Food
Service Technology program ing were the positions provided The nominations for toe comand are preparing themselves for by the Free University Com-{Bitten members were presented
to become restaurant managers, mittee, which was formed in last to the Council by Student Assosufficiently
"Our goal is to sufficiently^*
ClA«*U«n elation president James V. Pelljob, and daSS bleCtlOllS ogrinon.
qualify a person foraa Job,and
if our programs will help stu(Ooatbsaed from Page One)
t m other business, Barle Laux,
dents who would ordinarily be
The four im^*"
for chief Justtce of the Student Court,
dismissed from school, we're Freahmen Secretary are: K. Guy, pee again requested the Coun cil
willing to give them another
K. Kannedy, P. Potts, and D. to pass lsglslation regarding a
chance.'' Dean Clawson said.
Scott Students running for the traffic situation on campus.
position of Treasurer are: J. ^ Last week Laux suggested that
$22.95
$16.95
Clements. A, Davis, K. Dow- fas Council make provisions for
ney, C. Duff, B. Grever, V. Fpl- one or two emergency parking (Mutt Shoe** rwlstBnt.
ey, S. Mantel. S. afayes and P. Pisces In front of the Student
■selth Services office.
Unique Roman dials—the couThe testing of the new boiler Slmcoe.
<ThlB week, Laux asked the
turier watches for men and
the central heating plant at
Candidates for Male Student Council
to consider classifying
women! Hlgh-etyled and surEastern has been postponed un- Council *&°£g*tomK Crabbe Street as a one-way east
prisingly low priced, they'll
til Nov. IS, Jo. Hacker, mechnn- Babbage * *»J^* "J^ between Kit Carson and Univerwin lots of *Brsvissimos"
leal engineer said.
*• °obls, T. Kellis, B. Mitcneu, .^^ n_.__ ._
everywhere, from the Applsn
DrlT to front of waiters
inTST wuTbWln at • a.m. M. Turner, **£***»«SSu
*
I Way to Main Streetl Enjoy a
candUHail.
and last shout
hours. "A F^J^u^^c^ ,*£_ ^ ^ h. ^ ^ ' Roman hollday-and see other
fashionable Ca ravel le watches
high noise level" is expected
Kmght, Nlckl^ and D. Tm- J-J-flgr Director Billy
guaranteed by Bulova at
during the test, he said.
Lockrldge have agreed that such
Mo candidates for the office of *» ***ton would prevent bottlePr«hSa?R^orter wereUsled <*«*• caussdjtt toe parsing lot
!-^^ot
>f cars parked temporarily by
:
— men who were picking up their

CARAVELLE*
byBULOVA

A radio that pours out full, rich AM from
a cube sound-chamber cabinet And anything a big clock radio can do, Sony's
6RC-23 can do too-but In lass than 5"
x 5" of space. Front clock switch makes
time-setting simple, and the large clock
face is designed for easy-reading.,
Charming cube-shaped set comes In a
walnut-looking finish thafs very rich.
But you don't have to be to buy it

$19.95
WALTERS
'APPLIANCE COT
Cotteoe Port Shopping Center
623-7545
feMtfVffcscM eFWfejttttQW

A motion

Brock
Auditorium
7:30 P.M.
NOV.
5-6-7

to Set your
htflffc
5>«l

ii

i

slta,M

.4

8

'iJilalsstjMllAtS^ ^' .

9«H

W

»/»/&#/Flffl«llJll/MiB)
When was the lest time you had a good cry.
or lauohed from your toes, or felt warm all
over iuat because life wes so rich end full?
If yours is a flat, grey world, for Pett's sske,
put some color in itl

Boiler Testing
Now Nov. 13

ADMISSION $1.00
TICKETS ON SALE:
JAMES ANDERSON & SON
MIX RICE INSURANCE
BEN FRANK UN
PREWITTS BARBER SHOT
BETTY LOU'S BEAUTY SALON

In wide screen end Eestmancolor, for ?*• $
$**•/«« »n excrtinfl motion picture pecked
with suspense, drama end plenty of ectton
for the entire family. Come end see-for
yourself!

Campus Flick

The Council agreed to Lsux's
[proposal by a voice vote.

McCORDS
JEWELRY

PASS THAT TEST!
with the help of

C0WLES
SCORE-HIGH
EXAM BOOKS
CHECK THIS LIST
Preparation for
GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION APTITUDE TEST
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST*
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
GRADUATE BUSINESS SCHOOL
ADMISSION TEST
NATIONAL TEACHERCOMMON EXAMINATIONS

INSIST ON COWLESTHE QUALITY STUDY GUIDES
FOR TOP TEST SCORES
• Up-to-date test material
• Best organized study guides
• Do's and don'ts
of test taking
• Step-by-step programming
• Accurate practice tests
• Explained answers
•Self-evaluation profile

plus

MEDICAL COLLEGE
ADMISSION TEH

COWLES GUIDE TO
GRADUATE SCHOOLS. •

FEDERAL SERVICE
ENTRANCE EXAMS

Covtrs more than 1,400 schooi»:
COtts, faculty, study programs,
homing, financial aid.
facllltia«, ate.

DENTAL APTITUDE TEST

Stt'xll* •■ Paper • *$4.95, all others $3.96 each
See mem et your /oca/ boofcsfore
COWISS Bo«*Cee»|MMiyJ»e. A»ub.Wliryofco«u.co«-«.ie*THH*.H*.

MOTION PIOTUM
ATTRACTIONS

Wirni Dixie Welcomes E.K.U. Students

AUmTOatTDM
October 80 —
NO WAY TO SUBA'
A LADY
Bed Stelger, Lee
Oeerge Segal,
October tl — Friday
TUB UGLY ONM
Blohaxd WyW,

lor B-Q Chicken

Nevesober 1 — BsMiesvy
THE UGLY ONM
Richard Wyter,

WHOLE

VcUcio*u *?fot

LB.

THE NIGHT OF
THE FOLLOWING DAY

79c

0

?<u>cU...%e<xoUf t* cat...
PIPING HOT BAR B Q

Spare Ribs
$119
LB.

Rita

LO-CAL THRIFTY MAID

4—
re Merle

Colgate Tooth Paste

KKU

m

•VI
S4k
Iaterfalth
Ne

N isshn 8 — Satarday
OOOQAN'S BLUFF
Cttat BastwoosV
Saert Subject* AD
Pregrami — Ticket OfOee
Opesa Vise FJL — Bhew

Starts 8<ee FJL

16c Oalldrea
(sskier «)—esc

'■■ ;•%< ", i'S'teV-VSVi^^ '."

FAMILY SIZE

75C

Orange Jaice
% GAL.

39C

ALL FLAVORS CANNED CHEK DRINKS

x

Everyday

Low Prices

11

F0R

99t
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JOIN THE VIST SET . . . College-Town's
fast-paced plaids that fly with the tempo of
the times: a smsshy lined vest that comet on
strong, long and sensational with two super
pockets. (Sines 5-15). Topping a pleated,
belted, swingy skirt, sixes 3-13. Both in 100%
glaida. Shown with Orion interlock turtleirlon. Hunter-gold and navy-terra multineck, sizes 84-40, in matching colors.

Shirt 16.00
Tunic 20.00

&8JWG**k

PANT8-OH-AGQRE! Charming chemistry for
plaid-tovtng people! These "Strutter" pants
by PANT-HBR Kick on in a crackling glen
plaid . . . colored in black, berry or brown
combinations; sizes 3-13, in a wool - nylon
blend. Making a two-do with a ribby Orion
mock turtlenweck: white, black, gold, red.
berry, navy, brown, curry, term; sines 34-40.

Pledge allegiance to tri-tone and the grownup dress wtth a look of separates. Ingenuous. Ingenious. Pure Bobbie Brooks in
double knit of 70% Dacron polyester, 30fl>
wooL Sizes 5-15.

Slacks 17.00
Tunic 23.00
Slacks 18.00
Shell 7.00

Wow your

Pants 17.00
Tunic 23.00

FROM OUR NEW
WIG BOUTIQUE

it's
eas

^CHARGE IT

Ladies Sportswear
"SLACKS"
Slacks for any occasion by Pantsmaker. Assorted styles and material in every fall fashion color. Assorted sizes.

29 shades to choose from! Style after style
to glamorize you! And experienced experts to
guide you in your choice! So why hesitate . •
summer . . .' beautifully. And inexpensively,
come in and get set for a glamorous, care-free
Check our prices*
A. Human hair wig in Its own carrying case.
$22.96
B. Modacryllc 14" mini-fall with matching
band
$9.95
C. Human hair wiglet in its own carrying
ease
$8.95
.

•♦
•i

Ladies Sportswear
SWEATER VEST
For fashion conscious ladies this Tunic
Sweater vest by Pandora is just the thing for
the lady on the go. Made of 100% virgin
wool. All sizes and colors.

14.00

all slacks
10% off

<Z> y/ fr
fj/UCCA

"Maxi, Maxi. Maxi,

if

Yes, the word in coats for the now fashion is Maxi.
At Britts you find all the Maxi styles such as, Allwool Maxi,
for only 45OO
Viny Lacquered Maxis for Just

OOiW

And the All Weather type maxi for

Z5.QU

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
UlCAIfll * EASTERN BYPASS. RICHMOND. KY. 40475. Til; <*••> «23-71?J
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'RAIN. RAIN GO AWAY'

Camera Revisits 1969 Homecoming

I
!
%

Dog-Gone It, Anyhow
This dog provided a few humorous momenta
during the Homecoming football game Saturday afternoon when he raced onto the field

during the second half. And he attracted
two other canlnea who aeon joined him on the
field

(Photo by Cralg Clover)

i

The Queen Is Crowned
The 196S Homecoming Queen, Deborah Lynn
Cox. is crowned by Robert B. Begley of BastS. Boardof Regents last Saturday prior

- .

to the game with Western.
(Staff Photo by Larry W. Bailey)
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What Will Be Remembered
About Homecoming?

•

•

•

•

What will we remember about 1969 Homecoming?
There were rains and a loss to Western which chilled
Hanger Field even more. But there was a pretty queen
and a long parade and a lively dance.
And we can always summon the eternal plea, "Wait
till next year!"
For better weather. For a Homecoming victory. And
for another Homecoming.

. ■

; .

1 '

Faces Of Disappointment
A rainy afternoon, biting winds, an overflow crowd and a
heartbreaking football loss to arch-rival Western did little to
liven the spirits of these three students. A weekend full of

parties, dances and fun was dampened somewhat by the
dismal weather that accompanied the narrow 27-28 defeat
(Staff Photo by John Graves)
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Beauty Winner
Alpha Gamma Delta won first place in the
beauty division of float judging for Its entry.

/

••Nutcracker Suite.

/

Originality Winner
Tau Kappa Epsilon's "Land of the Giants" won first place
in the originality division of float judging.

maaummmmmmmmm^m^^^^
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PRRR-TIPE
V
AMD MATCHIISIG

CUT/ OUT LETTERING
PARA

Bf

SAVE UP TO $5.00
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BcucA*U, &*£
SEAMLESS MESH STOCKINGS
RUN-RESIST
RUN-STOP GUARD TOP AND TOE

CLOSING OUT
THIS LINE
OF HOSE
WOULD VW BOJEVE

per package
Come on in
& take your
pick from
this fantastic
selection of

Reg. $1.00
1

par pair hose

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
PRESENTS
HENRY MANCINI

HIS SOUND IS HIS SIGNATURE

I

I

FRIDAY EVENING

MANCINI
INTERVIEW
AND CONCERT

OCT. 31, 7:00 P.M.
AND
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
/

NOVEMBER 2
2 P.M.

m,

*^^m

